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MUSIC TO THE EARSSAMSUNG A SERIES
Unleash the power of superior 
sound technology.

Empower your smartphone with 
Leica’s professional optical design.

Page 8

Meet the Awesome 5G Galaxy A 
Series innovative smartphones.

Scan for more

Unfold Your Magic



Durable Tech

Take charge from your wrist. Swipe right for 
weather, flight details and other notices. You can 
also enjoy more convenience with Voice Assistant, 
like setting alarms, countdowns, sports modes, or 
searching for information and more.

A Hand in Need

HUAWEI WATCH GT Cyber with quick-to-change case, 
exclusive themes and stylish watch faces, switch your 
styles on a whim. 16-test military-level durability makes it 
reliable. Plus, you can enjoy independent music playing, 
Bluetooth calling and precise GPS positioning; 100+ 
workout modes and multiple health data monitoring help 
you to explore healthy lifestyle.

Scan to shop

Durable Tech

2 Items featured are subject to price changes and availability.
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Power of Leica

Take photography to the next level and empower your smartphone with the photographic 
creativity of Leica's professional optical design, and a Xiaomi x Leica co-engineered 

Summicron lens. Integrating century-old authentic Leica optics into brand new 
smartphone imaging technology.

Scan to shop

Power of Leica

3Items featured are subject to price changes and availability.
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Smart Fitness
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Smart Fitness

Go Longer, Get Stronger, All Week.
Meet any athletic or outdoor challenge 
with Garmin. Its scratch-resistant Power 
Sapphire solar charging lens uses the 
sun’s energy to extend battery life — 
powering advanced training features, 
sports apps, health and wellness 
monitoring sensors and more.

Amazfit Bip 3 Pro packs a powerful battery into its
super slim and light body that lasts up to two weeks. 
The watch also has Open Water Swimming sports 
mode that can track your data while you’re 
swimming.

Hugely Powerful, Super Slim.
Amazfit Bip 3 Pro

Record and analyse your exercise data through 
SmartRope App. Designed for your home fitness, 
Donut helps you workout in your living room 
without noise or scratches to your floor.

Tangram Smart Rope 
Rookie + Donut

Garmin fēnix 7X Sapphire
Solar Series

ISSUE 16

Scan to shop

Scan to shopScan to shop

Items featured are subject to price changes and availability.



Galaxy A Series
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Just take the shot. Galaxy A54 5G captures vivid photos with the 
advanced image sensor. When it’s dark, your camera automatically 
shifts to night mode.

Get ready for the frontier. Galaxy A54 5G’s IP67 Water & Dust 
Resistance rating keeps you in the clear with durability for both 
shallow waters and dusty roads.

Relive your vibrant nights with Nightography

Capture all your Awesome moments
with multi-cameras

Built for the rough & tough

ISSUE 16

Scan to shop

Items featured are subject to price changes and availability.
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Add splashes of colour to your interior decor with 
high-quality indoor strip lights, LED bulbs, and 
smart table lamps to enliven your bedroom, 
living room, kitchen, and staircases.

Govee Smart Lighting

Dreame H12
Automatic suction adjustment ensures virtually every 
mess is eliminated on the first pass. Equipped with an 
advanced sensor, H12 Pro adjusts suction according to 
the mess detected, optimising power efficiency and 
cleaning power.

XIAOMI Smart Pet Fountain
Mountain stream simulation offers oxygenated 
running water that meets the nature of pets and 
enhance their interest in drinking water.

XIAOMI Smart Pet Food Feeder
Control the dispensing time and dosage from 
anywhere, making travelling more enjoyable 
and pet feeding more convenient and scientific.

Marshall Woburn III
A powerful newcomer, the Woburn III has been 
re-engineered with a new three-way driver system which 
delivers greater clarity whether you use it as home audio, 
or as a TV speaker. Dynamic Loudness adjusts the tonal 
balance of this Bluetooth speaker, delivering you the very 
best from home audio.

SwitchBot Curtain Opener
Open and close your curtains automatically 
either via mobile app, or by using schedules to 
determine when your curtains will open or close.

Click & Grow Smart Garden 9
Experience the benefits of having your own 
garden, no matter where you live. Grow 100% 
organic herbs, fruits, salads and flowers, free 
from GMOs and pesticides, fresher than any 
plants you'll find in stores.

Aqara Smart Door Lock A100 Zigbee
With 9 Smart Unlock Methods, the A100 will 
provide you and your family with an effortless 
and convenient home safety solution.

Scan to shop

Scan to shop

Scan to shopScan to shop

Items featured are subject to price changes and availability.



Smart Living
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Add splashes of colour to your interior decor with 
high-quality indoor strip lights, LED bulbs, and 
smart table lamps to enliven your bedroom, 
living room, kitchen, and staircases.

Govee Smart Lighting

Dreame H12
Automatic suction adjustment ensures virtually every 
mess is eliminated on the first pass. Equipped with an 
advanced sensor, H12 Pro adjusts suction according to 
the mess detected, optimising power efficiency and 
cleaning power.

XIAOMI Smart Pet Fountain
Mountain stream simulation offers oxygenated 
running water that meets the nature of pets and 
enhance their interest in drinking water.

XIAOMI Smart Pet Food Feeder
Control the dispensing time and dosage from 
anywhere, making travelling more enjoyable 
and pet feeding more convenient and scientific.

Marshall Woburn III
A powerful newcomer, the Woburn III has been 
re-engineered with a new three-way driver system which 
delivers greater clarity whether you use it as home audio, 
or as a TV speaker. Dynamic Loudness adjusts the tonal 
balance of this Bluetooth speaker, delivering you the very 
best from home audio.

SwitchBot Curtain Opener
Open and close your curtains automatically 
either via mobile app, or by using schedules to 
determine when your curtains will open or close.

Click & Grow Smart Garden 9
Experience the benefits of having your own 
garden, no matter where you live. Grow 100% 
organic herbs, fruits, salads and flowers, free 
from GMOs and pesticides, fresher than any 
plants you'll find in stores.

Aqara Smart Door Lock A100 Zigbee
With 9 Smart Unlock Methods, the A100 will 
provide you and your family with an effortless 
and convenient home safety solution.

Scan to shop

Scan to shop Scan to shop

Scan to shop

Items featured are subject to price changes and availability.



Music to The Ears
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Cancel out background noise with Noise Sensor 
Technology or use the Ambient Sound Mode to stay 
connected to your natural surroundings. 

Wireless Noise Canceling Headphones
SONY WF-C700N

Each bud is equipped with a two-layer transducer 
that flexes to deliver cleaner bass and ultra-low 
distortion. So whether you’re listening to music or 
taking calls, Studio Buds + deliver rich, immersive 
sound wherever you go. 

Beats Studio Buds +

Music to The Ears

OpenFit is built around the ear, leaving 
the inner ear open to keep you engaged 
with the world.

Open - Ear Listening Buds.
Every Sound, Uncovered
Shokz OPENFIT

Scan to shop

Scan to shop

Scan to shop

Items featured are subject to price changes and availability.



UR Highlights
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FREE iPad Classes
for students

Participating outlets:

• Phones
• Tablets

• Smart Watches
• Laptops
• AirPods

Up to FIVE Products
at Once

We Accept

Microsoft WordCanvaMicrosoft Excel

Microsoft Power Point

DuolingoDoodle | Magic Joy

Swift Playground

Crayola Create
& Play

Ansel & Clair
Jurassic Dinosaurs

Sketchbook

Quizlet GoodNotes

TRADE-IN
FOR THE PLANET

Maximise your trade-in value

SAVE
THE WORLD Friday, 3PM / Sunday, 2PMEvery 

Find out more at your nearest store.
��

I don’t have a credit card.

How?

No problem,
you can still enjoy flexible monthly

instalments up to 48 months at UR!

��

��

What if I don’t have
a credit card?

Do you have points?

Shop at UR with
Your Reward Points! 

400 points
to RM1

500 points
to RM1

Credit Card

*AiMi is not available in East Malaysia. TnCs apply.

66,667 points
to RM100

30,000 points
to RM45

10,000 points
to RM15

3,334 points
to RM5

20,000 points
to RM30

Find out more

Find out more

ISSUE 16
Items featured are subject to price changes and availability.



Fun Corner
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Crossword Puzzle Sudoku

More about Azmi

Answer:

Across
2. STEVE JOBS
5. SAMSUNG
6. VIVO
8. SMART WATCH
10. POWER BANK

Down
1. TEXTING
3. BLUETOOTH
4. EMOJI
7. CASING
9. SIRI

2. Turtleneck guy.
5. First foldable smartphone was 
    created by..
6. A brand that starts with V..
8. A smart device worn on the 
     wrist.
10. Portable charging devices.

1. The act of sending messages   
    via smartphone.
3. Headphones don’t need wires 
    when they have...
4. Modern-day hieroglyphs.
7. A protective sleeve for your 
    smart devices.
9. It answers when you say hey.

Across Down

ISSUE 16



Our Outlets
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About us
Urban Republic believes in enhancing our customers’ digital and tech lifestyles. Since our humble beginnings in 2014, our goal to provide 
the latest and greatest in technology and lifestyle gadgets to our customers remains true. From smartphones to home audio solutions, 
Urban Republic has all your tech needs under one roof! Come and visit us, and be a part of the Republic!

Visit us here!

0% Instalment Payment Plans at URBAN REPUBLIC

Credit Card Debit Card

Available up to 36 months. Available up to 4 months.
T&C apply. T&C apply.

Store 
Locations:

*Opening by July 2023.

ISSUE 16
Items featured are subject to price changes and availability.



Your Lifestyle Experience Store.
Discover More

Scan to shop


